Note: wall covering & water resistive barrier as req’d by code.

R-Control SIP wall.

16d box (0.135) nails into floor joist as req’d by code.

8d box (0.113) nails @6” o.c. each side or equivalent.

Field installed bottom plate.

Subfloor.

R-Control Do–All–Ply. 1/2” diameter continuous bead.

Nail as req’d by code.

Rim joist.

For connection information, and sealant, see wall above.

R-Control Do–All–Ply. 1/2” diameter continuous bead.

Floor joist.

EPS insulation or similar.

Nail as req’d.

Full SIP width spacer board when required for wall height adjustment. (optional)

Note: Cap plate (optional) where required for point loads (not shown).